The event industry is in a continual state of evolution
and staying on top of the latest trends can be the
difference between leading the way and playing
catch up.

As Utah’s event industry leader, In The Event has its finger on
the pulse of what’s hot and what’s not when it comes to
creating a successful, engaging event.

INTRODUCTION
Using results from an in-depth survey and our rich years of
experience designing and executing memorable events of all
sizes, we’ve identified the hottest event trends in the industry
today – and what you need to know to stand out in 2017.

“In The Event offers a pacakge different
from any other event company. We have
some of the most creative, experienced,
and passionate people in the industry on
our team. Once the team comes together
to brainstorm an event, the end product
will always be stellar.”
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As an event planning leader, we know what it takes to pull off a successful
event that yields results. This guide will take you through the most vital
trends and offer practical tips and insight about how to incorporate them
into your next meeting, conference, party, or mixer. Whatever the size or
scope of your event, these insider secrets will give you the edge you
need to elevate your company, brand, or product.
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INTERACTION

“[Attendees] want more of an experience
and [events] to be interactive.”

Engagement and interaction are in demand from both event
participants and professional event planners.
• 90% of event professionals saw attendee engagement as a top priority in 2015, and
In the Event’s research showed this trend holding strong into 2017
• Technology is becoming more important to facilitate interaction before, during, and
after events
• 55% of attendees say that demo areas and interactive screens/tablets are important
to a quality event experience.

Interaction and engagement are buzzwords we’ve been hearing about for the past several years – but
what do they really mean and how can you capitalize on this trend to create memorable events that
provide an outstanding return on investment for all parties involved?
It seems simple, but choosing the right tools and resources to give participants
that “feeling of being involved” can be quite a challenge. Because events are, in
effect, intangible experiences, the focus of any event should be to view
attendees as co-creators of the experience. This approach amplifies involvement
and positive response from everyone concerned. When executed correctly, this
intangible experience can produce very tangible results in terms of sales, brand
recognition, morale boosting, and much, much more.

The bottom line : participants don’t want to feel separate from the action –
sitting in an uncomfortable chair while speakers drone on, talking at them.
People need to feel like they are an organic part of the experience – that the
event wouldn’t be the same without their presence.

INTERACTION

“Apps and smartphone technology are making
events much more interactive - from selfie walls
to scavenger hunts and team building activities.”

THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

There are many avenues to achieve interaction, from traditional
icebreakers to cutting-edge event gamification. Thanks to
smartphones, Wi-Fi, social media, and the existence of an app for just
about everything, it’s easier than ever to facilitate an engaging,
interactive experience that puts attendees right in the thick of things.
Technology is a virtual connector that allows attendees to mix and
mingle before an event, strategically plan meetings and networking
during an event, and allow organizers to set the right expectations.
Some ideas about how to use technology to stimulate interaction
include:

Live
Polls
Q&A

Social
Media
Forums

Scavenger
Hunts

Event
Matchmaking

gamification
Photo
Contests

Virtual
Icebreakers

Overall, interaction is a key factor that increases attendance and,
when technology is utilized, it fosters continued engagement well
after an event has ended. It gives organizations a much farther
reach with customers and other stakeholders. As participant
experience remains a top concern for both organizers and
attendees, interaction is an element that needs as much attention
(if not a little more!) than the menu, theme, and venue.

Live interaction before, during,
and after an event produces:
- Increased attendance
- Greater engagement before, during,
and after
- Better learning experiences
- More productive networking
- Improved ROI for all stakeholders
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UNIQUE VENUES

“They are looking for venues that are unique...
they are tired of having [events] in the same old
hotel rooms. They want the space to be as memorable as the event itself.”

It takes more than a hotel ballroom or traditional convention
space to WOW participants these days. Events hosted at the
same old, tired spaces give everyone involved a disappointing sense of déjà vu. The best way to instantly inspire both sponsors
and participants is by jumping on the bespoke venue trend. Just
as people want custom-made coffees, clothes, and even
designer pets – they also want a unique, surprising, custom
event experience.
Although the right event planner can transform even the most
boring space into an exciting backdrop, the atmosphere and
feeling provided by an unexpected space can add a little
something extra that makes an otherwise mundane event
unforgettable. These are some of the venue trends we’ve seen
and anticipate seeing more of over the next year:
Warehouses

Parking Lots

Empty Retail Space

Gardens

Parking Lots
Theaters

Airplane Hangars
Galleries
Artists Lofts
Concert Halls Athletic Facilities
Rooftops

If it’s difficult for you to imagine your next corporate event
or regional meeting taking place in a warehouse or art
gallery; don’t worry – we know exactly how to maximize
these creative spaces without losing sight of the purpose of
your event.
Creativity isn’t the only consideration when looking at
unique venues. Other considerations that are increasingly
important to hosts and attendees include sustainability,
alignment with the host organization’s brand, and
integration with local geography. Sometimes these
elements can be incorporated into any space you choose,
other times these priorities may spur you to consider a
space you wouldn’t have thought of otherwise.
Because unique venues often present special challenges
when it comes to basic logistics, events in such spaces
absolutely benefit from the help of an experienced event
designer. From how to create separate spaces for different
activities to making sure dinner isn’t served cold, we know
how to make these special venues shine.

• Purpose: The venue needs to serve the
intended purpose/outcome of the event. Some
clients get so excited about the possibility of
holding their event in a restored, turn-ofthe-century barn that they lose track of the overall
goal. We help you identify your purpose first, and
then look for exciting venues that are best suited to
bringing your event goals to life.
• Staging: Defining the space in a unique venue
can be tricky. We know how to help you fill
whatever space you choose with the right
furniture, lighting, and decor. Proper staging lets
everyone understand where they are, what the
purpose of the event is, and how they should
participate to maximize their experience.
• Tiny Details: A unique venue presents
unexpected challenges that you rarely need to
consider in a traditional event venue. Things like
directions, parking, or even restroom facilities can
take a little creative planning when you select a
unique venue. Other considerations like technical
requirements and catering services may also need
a little extra attention during the planning process
when using a non-traditional venue.

There’s no denying it – unique event venues are the future. A space that can be customized to
showcase the brand or message of an event is desirable and makes what could be a ho-hum event
feel special. One of the best ways to transform your next event experience is with a unique venue
and the talented know-how of event professionals who can make even the most funky space work.
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“All of our rustic and earthy pieces are really popular
right now...We’re seeing a lot less use of standard
linen and people switching linen out for a nice
table that can be used without a linen.”

Along with windowless ballrooms, today’s event-goer is also
dropping traditional furniture and linens. If your big event could be
mistaken for a cookie-cutter wedding reception or boring
retirement dinner, you’re missing the mark. To blow attendees
away, you need to incorporate vintage design, retro touches, and
rustic elements.
The popularity of sites like Pinterest has cultivated a new taste for
vintage and Gatsby-esque details. Marrying old and new
elements creates a beautiful atmosphere that transports
participants to another place and time. Other in-demand looks
include industrial chic and anything that incorporates natural
elements like wood or stone. Mixing metals with fabrics or woods
is another trend that we’ve seen.

When it comes to rentals and decor
elements that everyone wants, here
are some of the most in-demand items
we’ve seen:
- Pallet Walls
- Pallet Tables
- Whiskey Barrel Tables
- Whiskey Barrel Bars
- Edison Bulb Walls
- Edison Bulb Chandeliers
- Metal Chairs
- Custom-designed Tables

“Clients are looking for more of an ‘at home’
feeling with throw pillows, blankets, rugs,
and shelving.”

In regard to capturing the right vintage feel, we
recommend thinking about things you would have
seen on your mother’s or grandmother’s table.
Florals, lace and candlesticks are great ways to
evoke the charm and warmth of this style.
Layering a pattern, like florals, is another smart
choice. Consider fine floral details combined with
explosive garden blooms or even paper flowers.
People are drawn to design that is unusual and
quirky, but still feels familiar.

Vintage trends you need to know:
- Mixing vintage pieces like brass candlesticks with
natural greenery and flowers in a centerpiece
- Muted color pallets, such as blush, combined
with wood-cut elements or metal
- Colored barware – think greens, golds, and
milky blues
- Chandeliers and crystal-covered candelabras
- Florals incorporated into lighting features
- Layered, textured linens on tables or walls
- Cozy, lounge furniture that invites attendees
to sit and engage with one another

Today it takes more than a ballroom full of tables with white tablecloths and a standard
centerpiece to make an impression. Rustic, vintage designs are transforming the feel and flavor
of events across the country. It’s easy to adopt the vintage trend for your next event by renting
key pieces that evoke the ambience you’re going for, and incorporating thoughtful, natural
details. This design trend will elevate any event and leave guests in awe of your excellent taste.
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TECHNOLOGY

“Technology has definitely exploded and
is being incorporated more and more
into events.”

It’s not hard to understand why technology is one of
the biggest trends for events of all types. However,
today’s technical needs and preferences go far
beyond the audio-visual setup. Technology is
becoming a key component of event promotion,
attendance numbers, and the ever-important
engagement that participants want.

• 70% of event planners said the viral nature of an event is extremely
or very important
• 44% of attendees used mobile event apps in 2015, and that number
should reach 56% this year
• Internet connection is the most sought-after event technology
• Nearly 60% of all event planners rank on-site tech as a top priority
• Facebook is the most popular platform for pre- and post-event
interaction, while Twitter is most used during an event

Social Media Rules...

“[There is] more empahsis
on social media incorporation
to events. People want their
guests to have a good time
and show off and post that
they are having fun at
their events.”

Probably the biggest tech trend for both event planners and attendees is social media. At
In the Event we know that a strategic social media campaign can make or break an event.
Social shares and viral ads are replacing the traditional mailing list. Attendees are looking
at social media for cues about which events to attend and which ones to skip.
88% of marketers in the U.S. use social media to create awareness about events before
they occur.
As mobile user engagement continues to increase, event planners and organizers need to
make sure that social media strategies are a part of every campaign and that the
platforms being used are current and of the moment.

...But There’s More to Event Tech
Facebook, interactive mobile apps, and
social media-driven activities like scavenger
hunts are by no means the only ways that
technology is turning the event world upside down.
Other major tech trends we’ve identified include:

“Clients want their lighting to be able to
change throughout the event instead of
being static. And they are relying on [LED]
more to transform a space instead of
spending money on decor.”

Robotic and Drone Technology: We’re not kidding. Advancements in LED Technology: All tech isn’t
Robots and drones are being utilized more and more related to apps and drones – LED lighting helps create
to enhance events and increase options for remote ambiance, save money, and add unexpected pizzazz
participation.
to any venue. It can be incorporated into furniture,
bars, and make a dance floor THE place to be. With
Video/Live Streaming: In the world of Ted Talks, live wireless and remote control options, the mood of a
streaming is quickly becoming a must-have for
space can be modified to match the current activity
corporate events, training seminars, and other
and facilitate desired outcomes.
organizational meetings.

Smartphone Apps: Customized apps streamline Charging Stations: With all this technology in
operations for both organizers and attendees. They
can help facilitate everything from the social media
campaign to interactive games during an event and
follow-up networking that keeps the conversation

attendance, it’s no surprise that conscientious event
planners are including charging stations in their overall
design. Incorporating charging stations into furniture,
decor, and even product promotions is becoming
going long after the final speaker leaves the essential for event planners in the know.

stage.

Technological trends and gadgets are exciting and deliver a big punch in both an event
proposal and the execution. However, it’s important to keep in mind that technology –
just like any other tool in the event planner’s toolbox – needs to be used judiciously to
serve the overall purpose of the event. Make sure you don’t get dazzled by your own
tech savvy to the point where you end up working for the tech, rather than making it work
for you. When you properly corral this powerful tool, it opens up new possibilities for
telling a story or selling an experience in a new and unexpected way.
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OUT-OF-THE-BOX
DESIGN
Many things influence trends, and
the event industry is no exception.
With the Great Recession behind
us and organizations ready to
celebrate again, bigger budgets
and high spirits are making way for
event design that is bigger, better,
and more creative than ever
before. From 3D renderings of
design plans to tech integration,
both attendees and sponsors are
looking for events that are like
nothing we’ve seen before.

“Budgets are raising and clients
are looking for a wow again.”

Extreme Design
There is going to be increasing demand for quality, innovative
design – and clients are ready to invest in experiences that
blow guests away. Whether it’s upgrading furniture or
maximizing technological advances, designers need to push
the envelope to create a “wow” factor. Here are some
out-of-the-box design trends that we are sure to see more of.

“After the conceptualization, In The
Event creates custom, 3-D renderings
to represent our vision for your event.
Our presentation process is unparalleled
in that you will see renderings of the exact
design we propose.”

• 3D Renderings - Putting clients in the middle of their

• Event Matchmaking - Attendees no longer want to

event so they can see and feel what it’s going to be
like the day of.

leave their event experience to chance. Integrating a
matchmaking strategy into an event’s overall design
puts the right people together even before the day of
the event – improving outcomes and increasing the
ROI for all participants.
• Lighting - Lighting creates the ambiance and
controls the mood at an event. Clients want bigger and
better LED, increased integration, wireless control and
pre-programmed automation.
• Furniture - Group seating and lounge areas are
taking over for more formal setups. Wood, metal, and
leather are making a comeback over manmade
materials. Customized, unique design is in demand,
and furniture should serve a dual function with
charging stations or built-in LED lighting.

• Unique Features - Think inflatable rooms instead of
tents and pallet or fabric walls that infuse the space
with texture.

• Pop-Ups - Temporary spaces and experiences that
“pop-up” in unexpected places and are gone in a flash
are a great, exclusive way to create buzz about a new
brand or product.

• Going Green - Events that are eco-conscious and
sustainable are growing in popularity. Think
farm-to-table catering, tech instead of paper, and
furniture and decor made of recycled or reclaimed
materials.

New, unique experiences are what everyone is looking for.
To deliver the next, great thing designers need to push their
creative limits. This movement toward out-of-the-box
thinking is exciting, liberating, and bound to give rise to the
next wave of event production innovation. It’s time to stop
playing it safe and unleash every unique, extreme, or
unexpected design idea you’ve ever had.

“ Our furniture is customized and on trend
and our props are made and designed in
house. The crew on site is experienced and
skillful and will make sure that everything
is set to specifications and that your event
is a success.”
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IN CONCLUSION
Understanding the latest trends is important if
produce and participate in events that make an
impression, but it takes more than knowledge
Event professionals are the key to making
innovative event idea into a reality.

you want to
unforgettable
to pull it off.
an exciting,

“I think more people are realizing the
importance of an event planner, and that
it isn’t just a task you can throw over to
the office secretary to get the results that
you want. They are realizing the importance
of having someone on hand who knows the
industry, trends, and how to manage the
millions of details that go into creating a
successful event.”

• Nearly 2 million events and meetings occur across the country every year
• More than $1 trillion in revenue is generated by the event industry each year
• The event planning industry is predicted to grow 44% between 2010 and 2020
• Fewer companies are willing to leave the success of their event up to a staff member
• Today’s event planners create experiences instead of simply producing events

In a world where event expectations are higher than ever
before, outsourcing planning and design to event professionals
is becoming more common. Using a company like In the Event
to create the kind of interactive, out-of-box experience that
clients and participants are looking for is the smartest move you
can make.
• Dedicated Attention

• Years of Industry Knowledge and Experience
• Expertise in Tech Integration
• High Quality Rentals and Design

• Complete Event Design Services are a Free Perk for Every Client
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